OUR STUDENT DRESS CODE
Blue/white check dress or navy
shorts/skorts, and navy or white polo. Black shoes, closed-toe sandals or
sneakers. Broad brimmed hat.

At Wahgunyah Primary School we
have a compulsory school uniform.
We believe that our uniform provides a neat, economical and functional dress for students. School
Council believes that a school uniform has a positive role to play in
promoting a sense of individual and
collective pride in students and their
identification with the school. It is
expected that all students will be
attired in the correct school uniform
for normal classes. It is the responsibility of the parent or guardian to
see that students wear the uniform
consistently and properly. Whenever circumstances prevent a pupil
from wearing correct uniform, a
parent or guardian is expected to
provide a not of explanation to the
Principal.

Navy tracksuit, white or navy polo shirt
or skivy, navy windcheater, spray jacket,
black shoes or sneakers. Navy tights
under a check dress is also acceptable.

All students are expected to have neat
and practical hairstyles. Shoulder length
or longer hair should be tied back. The
only items of jewellery permitted are
watches, medic alert jewellery and plain
earrings or studs.

No caps. No tight fitting or short shorts.
No shorts with leggings underneath. No
check dress with tracksuit underneath.

Non-compliance with the Student
Dress Code will result in the first instance with a verbal request to the
individual student to wear the uniform.
Continued or regular non-compliance
will result in communication with the
parents or guardians to reiterate the
dress code and to seek their assistance
in ensuring all our students are the
best dressed in the North-East!

Our full school uniform is available from
Brunella Schoolwear, Corowa.
Gray or navy shorts, white or navy polo,
closed-toe sandals, black shoes or
sneakers. Broad brimmed hat.
Navy tracksuit, white or navy polo shirt
or skivy, navy windcheater, spray
jacket, black shoes or sneakers.

